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businesses, family investment companies, and family trusts. succession planning, tax efficiency, or confidentiality).
These legal forms . before any decision can be made to embark on the adoption of the Family Constitution model.
Examples.

As a rule: the higher the number of shareholders, the more important a family constitution becomes.
Eczacibasi signed the agreements then went to Philadelphia for cataract surgery. Had we not finalized the
agreements developed by Mr. How is executive performance measured â€” what are the benchmarks?
However, it is advisable to enter into a constitution as early as possible before the creation of the business or
any important transitions. It helps to define how the family interacts with the business â€” and each other as
shareholders in the business. There is no question in my mind that David Bork played an important role in
getting our family and our business to where we are today. Should ownership shares be given to non-family
executives? Richard Kelley, Outrigger Enterprises Inc. Nejat Eczacibasi, founder of Eczasibasi Group. What
makes good sense for one family business could be wrong for another family business," notes Schwerzler.
Who serves on the board of directors â€” how are they selected? These results confirm that intensive
discussions in an environment viewed as safe, leads to a high degree of trust, openness, and attachment. What
governing bodies do we need board of directors with independent, non-family directors, family manager,
family council etc. We immediately realized that he was just the person to assist our family in dealing with
multiple complex issues. We remain a healthy, happy harmonious family, with nine Mitchells active in the
businessâ€¦our family is indeed indebted to the advice and council both personally and professionally from the
great David Bork. How do we make decisions succession, dividend policy, new investments etc. Bork is an
avid student of national cultures around the world. To view all formatting for this article eg, tables, footnotes ,
please access the original here. Both approaches have merits and shortcomings. What are the long term goals
of each member of the family? Eczacibasi was his first client in Turkey. After hearing him a second time I
invited him to come to Istanbul and meet my father, Dr. What are the guiding principles family and business
values? KEEPING FOCUS A family constitution can serve as a valuable motivational tool to help family
members stay on the same page, be informed of the goals of the business and be encouraged to actively
consider plans for the future. Ernesto Poza, Case Western Reserve We began our successful journey covering
three generations with David over 20 years ago. Who should own shares in the business? This is why it is best
to complement the family constitution with separate documents which are legally binding, but which no
external family members are parties to. Having an expert, someone who deals with family business dynamics,
to facilitate the discussions just makes good sense â€” especially when there is an impasse or when specific
issues are being avoided but need to be addressed. It is a privilege to watch you work. Creating a Family
Business Constitution or a Family Business Charter should be a collaborative effort amongst family members
that produces a document that goes beyond those issues that cause conflict â€” it should also be a document
that celebrates the success of the family business and honors the legacy of parents and grandparents and other
family members whose sacrifices and contributions have made the family business successful. Yet while such
topics sound straightforward, issues such as how much compensation family members are entitled to can
quickly become a focus of dispute. With unmatched years of international experience in family business
consultancy, Bork is equally comfortable and efficient working with a Turkish family, a Belgian family or a
North-American entrepreneur. Without such a document, entrepreneurial founders take from the business what
they need and appoint whom they like, but once multiple family members enter, problems may well start to
arise. These new discoveries are a continuation of the research into the "emotional factor" in family
businesses. If a potential client asks for references, please feel free to use me as a reference. Don't have the
answers - don't know who to ask? I consider David a partner, collaborator, and a friend and value his ongoing
contributions to our firm as well as all family businesses. Such constitutions are important tools in managing
expectations, avoiding misunderstandings, specifying roles and responsibilities, fostering greater harmony,
and ultimately taking better decisions. Common examples of such documents are shareholders agreements,
confidentiality agreements, and documents concerning conflict resolution. Quite fascinating, actually. What
are the policy guidelines for terminating a family member? Your broad-based knowledge allows you to piece
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things together quickly. You are a brilliant man with a super-natural ability to weed thought the facts and
non-facts , cutting right to the core of the issues being presented. What makes us stand out competitive
advantages?


